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Let G, be a connected linear algebraic group, dim G, = n. We associate 
with G, a connected linear algebraic monoid S with zero, dim S = n + 1. In 
this way, solvable groups correspond to semigroups which are semilattices of 
archimedean semigroups. Reductive groups are closely related to regular 
semigroups. Semisimple groups are closely related to regular semigroups 
with only two central idempotents. 
Suppose G, is reductive. Then the Bore1 subgroups of G, are exactly the 
right centralizers in G, of maximal chains of idempotents in S. The maximal 
tori of G, are exactly the centralizers in G, of maximal chains of idem- 
potents in S. Let J be a regular Y-class of S. It is found that the two coor- 
dinatizing sets in the Rees representation of J are projective varieties. The 
finite lattices of diagonal idempotents of S, and regular X-classes of S, are 
studied in a unified way. Connections between this structure and the root 
system of G, are found. 
We prove our results in the general context of a connected algebraic 
monoid S with group of units G. A basic tool is the detailed study of the 
closure in S of the radical R(G) of G. If S is regular, then R(G) is a Clifford 
semigroup. The converse seems likely to be true. In this paper, we also show 
that the lattice of regular X-classes of S can be faithfully represented by a 
lattice of suitably chosen diagonal idempotent representatives. Using this 
result, we give another proof of the theorem that the group of units of a 
connected monoid S with zero is solvable if and only if the lattice of regular 
Y--classes of S is relatively complemented. 
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1, PRELIMINARIES 
We follow the notation and terminology of [S]. K will denote a fixed 
algebraically closed field, K* = K\{O). Z+ will denote the set of all positive 
integers. .Hn(K) will denote the monoid of all n x n matrices over K, and 
GL(n, K) its group of units. Let S be a connected linear algebraic monoid 
defined over K with group of units G. E(S) will denote the partially ordered 
set of all idempotents of S. 8’(S) will denote the finite lattice of all regular 
.P-classes of S. If e E E(S), then S, = (a 1 u E S, eu = ae = e )“, G, = 
(a j a E G, eu = ue = etc. Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then E(T) is a 
finite, relatively complemented lattice. If /i c E(?;), then C,(n), the 
centralizer in G of ,4, is a connected group. If JE e(S), e E E(J), then 
iv(e) = w(J) = lJnE(T)I. If e E E(T), then h(e) is the number of idem- 
potents in T conjugate to e. Also iv(J) = 1 if and only if J’ g J. See [ 7, 8 1 for 
details. 
Let S be a semigroup. For the concept of semilattice unions, see [9, lo]. A 
semigroup with no proper prime ideals is said to be .ic -indecomposuble. By a 
well known theorem of Tamura, every semigroup is a semilattice of .3 - 
indecomposable semigroups (see [9, IO]). If a E S. then a is regular if 
uxa = a for some x E S. S is regular if every element of S is regular. S is a 
Clrj%rd semigroup if it is a union of its subgroups. 
We will also need some terminology from (21 on algebraic groups. Let G 
be a connected (linear) algebraic group. An element a E G is ztnipotent if the 
only eigenvalue of a is 1. G is unipotent if every element of G is unipotent. If 
A, B are two nonempty subsets of G, then we let (A, B) denote the group 
generated by xy.x~ ‘yP ‘(x E A, y E B). The radical R(G) of G is the maximal 
connected normal solvable subgroup of G. R(G) is the connected component 
of the intersection of all Bore1 subgroups of G and is a characteristic 
subgroup of G. So if H is a closed connected normal subgroup of G, then 
R(H)cR(G). The unipotent radical R,(G) of G is the normal subgroup 
consisting of the unipotent elements of R(G). G is reductive if R,(G) = { 11. 
Now G’ = G/R,(G) is a reductive group. If @: G + G’ is the natural 
homomorphism, then by [2; Lemma 19.51, @(R(G)) G R(G’) G C(G’), the 
center of G’. Thus. 
(G R(G)) c R,(G). (1) 
G is semisimple if R(G) = (I}. Now G, = G/R(G) is semisimple, and, hence. 
[2; Theorem 27.51 G, = (G,, G,). Thus G = (G, G) R(G). Now assume that 
G is the group of units of a connected algebraic monoid S. We can assume 
that S is a closed submonoid of .>Hn(K) for some n E Z+. If R(G) is 
unipotent, then it follows that det a = 1 for all a E G. Hence, G = I?= S. 
Thus, we have, 
if G # S, then R(G) is not unipotent. (2) 
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Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then we let W = W(G) = W(S) = 
N,(T)/C,(T) denote the Weyl group of G. We let d(G) = d(S) = / WI. If u = 
XC,(T) E W and t E r, then we let to = .K-‘tx. Thus, W is a finite group of 
automorphisms of E If T, is a subtorus of T, then C,(T) c C,(T,) and so 
W(WT,)) c W(G). 
2. CLOSURE OF THE RADICAL 
Let S be a connected algebraic monoid with group of units G. Let R(G) 
denote the radical of G. In this section, we will study in detail the structure 
of R(G), the closure of R(G) in S. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. 
e E E(S). it*(e) = 1. Then, 
( 1) If B, , Bz are Bore/ subgroups of G such that e E B, n Bz, then 
there exists x E C,(e) such that s-‘B,s = B,. 
(2) R(G,) 5 R(C,(e)) s R(G). 
ProoJ ( 1) There exists a E G such that a -‘B, a = B,. Now e E T for 
some maximal torus T of B,, Also, a -lea E E(B,). So b-la ‘cab E T for 
some bEBz. Since w(e)= 1, b-‘a-‘eab=e. Thus ab E C,(e). Clearly. 
b-‘a-‘B,ab= Bz. 
(2) Now R(C,(e)), being solvable, is contained in some Bore1 
subgroup B of G. Let B, be any other Bore1 subgroup of G. Since it,(e) = 1. 
we see by [7;Theorem2.13] that eEB,. So by (1). x-‘Bx=B, for some 
x E C,(e). Thus R(C,(e)) = s-‘R(C,(e))x g x-‘Bx = B,. So R(C,(e)) is 
contained in all Bore1 subgroups of G. It follows that R(C,(e)) c R(G). Since 
G, 4 C,(e), it follows that R(G,) g R(C,(e)). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. and let 
T be a maximal torus of G. Let T, = {a ( a E T. a” = a for all a E W)“. Then 
E( T,) = {e 1 e E E(T), h,(e) = I}. 
ProoJ If e E E(T,), then clearly e” = e for all u E W, and so by 17; 
Lemma 1.7 1, rc(e) = 1. Conversely, let e E E(F) such that b+,(e) = 1. Then 
e” = e for all u E W. Let W = (a, ,..., a,}, and define @: T-, r as 4(a) = 
au1 . . . a”h 
that 
If u E W, then Wu = W, and so $(a)U =$(a) for all a E E It 
follows q4( T) E T, . Hence 4(T) c r, . Clearly e = 4(e) E 4(T) & 7, . 
THEOREM 2.3. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Then 
E(R(G)) = {e ) e E E(S), w(e) = 1 }. 
Proof. Let e E E(R(G)). Then e E B for every Bore1 subgroup B of G. By 
17; Theorem 2.131, w(e) = 1. So assume, conversely, that e E E(S), w(e) = 1. 
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Since e E S,, it suffkes, by Lemma 2.1, to show that e E R(G,). Thus, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that e = 0 is the zero of S. We are 
to show that 0 E R(G). We do this by induction on dim S. Suppose first that 
there exists f E E(S), f # 1. 0 such that w(f) = 1. Now f E r for some 
maximal torus T of G. Let r= (h / h E E(T), rc(h) = 1 }. By Lemma 2.2, I- is 
relatively complemented. So there exists h E r, h # 0 such that fh = 0. By 
the induction hypothesisfE R(G.,), h E R(G,). By Lemma 2.l.J h E R(G). 
So O=fhER(G). 
Thus we can assume that w(f) > 1 for all f E E(S) with f # 1.0. By 
Eq. (2), R(G) is not unipotent. Hence R(G) contains a maximal torus 
T, # (1 }. Let T, g T, where T is a maximal torus of G. Then for any 
xEN,(T). x-‘T,x=x-‘(TnR(G))‘x= (TnR(G))“= T,. SO by Eq. (l), 
xEC,(T,). Thus P=r for all tE T,, aE W. Let Tz- (tltE T, f’=t for 
all u E IV)‘. Then T, g Tz. By Lemma 2.2, E(T,)= (0, I). By 13: 
Theorem 3.171, dim Tz = 1. So T, = T,. and 0 E R(G). This proves the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G, 
and let T be a maximal torus of G. Let T= (e 1 e E E(T). w(e) = 1 }. Then 
G = c,(r) R(G). 
ProoJ: First let e E r, and let a E G. Then, since w(e) = 1, we see by 
Theorem 2.3 that e, a-lea E R(G). Let e E r,, where T, is a maximal torus 
of R(G). Then b-‘a-‘eab E T, for some b E R(G). Then e, b-‘a-‘eab E Tz, 
where Tz is any maximal torus of G containing T, . Since w(e) = 1, e = 
b-‘a -‘cab. Thus ab E C,(e). So a E C,(e) R(G). Thus. 
G = C,(e) R(G). (3) 
Now let ,4 G I’. We prove by induction on (A 1 that R(C,(,4)) c R(G), and 
that G = C,(A) R(G). By Lemma 2.1 and (3) this is true when ]/i 1 = 1. So 
assume the result for A g r, and let f E &4. Then, by (3), 
C&)=C,V" Ifl)R(Cc#)) 
s Cd/i" (f'))R(G). 
Since G = C,(n) R(G), 
G = C,V ” If 1) R(G). 
Also, by Lemma 2.1, 
R(C,V" ifl))cR(C,V))GR(G). 
This completes the induction step. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let S be a connected monoid with kernel M. Then 
there exists a closed connected submonoid S, of S such that M is the kernel 
of S,, S, is a semilattice of archimedian semigroups, and E(S) (7 J # 0 for 
all J E Y/(S). 
Proof: Let G denote the group of units of S, and let T be a maximal 
torus o_fG. Then, [S; Lemma 61, C&E(n) is a connected group. Let G, = 
C,(E(T)) R(G). Then G, is a closed connected subgroup of G. Let S, denote 
the closure of G, in S. Let e E E(?;), x E G, , xP ‘ex E r Then x = ab for 
some a E C&E(T)), b E R(G). Then x-‘ex = bb’a -‘cab = b -‘eb. So 
b- ‘eb E E(T). Let T c B, where B is a Bore1 subgroup of G. Then b E 
R(G) c B. Since e, bb ‘eb E ?=, and B is solvable, we see by 16; Theorem 201 
that e = b ‘eb. Thus by [ 7: Theorem 2.151 S, is a semilattice of 
archimedean semigroups. Let h denote the minimum idempotent of E(n. 
Then h E M. Repeated application of [5; Theorem 11 yields that hSh g 
C,(E(T)) !& S,. Let f E E(M) c R(G). Then b-‘fb = h for some b E B(G). 
So fSf=bhShb-‘cS,. So MES,. Let eEE(S,). By [3; Lemma 1.31, 
e > e’ for some e’ E E(M). It follows that M is the kernel of S,. If J E K(S). 
then PI#Jf?E(T)cJnE(S,). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G, and let 
T be a maximal torus of G. Then, 
(1) Ifel,eZEE(n, w(e,)=w(e,)=l, then w(ele,)=w(e,Ve2)=1. 
(2) If J,, Jz E Z/(S), then w(J, V J,) < w(J,) w(J,) and w(Jl A Jz) < 
4JI 1 w(Jz ). 
Proof: (1) Let h E E(T). e,e,.Ph. By [7; Lemma 1.51, e, > h, ez > h. 
So, elez > h. Hence elez = h. So w(e,e?) = 1. Next let h E E(T), 
h.P(e,Ve,). By [7; Lemma 1.51. h>e,, h>eez. So h>/(elVez). Hence 
h = e, V e,. So w(e, V eJ = 1. 
(2) Let h E (Jl V J,) n E(n. Then by [7; Lemma 1.51, there exist ei E 
JinE(T), i= 1,2, such that h>e,. h>ez. So h>(e, Vez)>ei, i= 1,2. 
Since hEJ,VJz, e,Ve>EJ,VJ,. Thus h=e,Ve,. So w(J,VJ?)< 
h’(J, 1 NJ,). The second inequality is proved similarly (see 
[7: Theorem 2.61). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let S be a connected algebraic monoid with group of 
units G, and let T be a maximal torus of G. Let 7 ‘(S) = (J 1 J E Z’(S), 
w(J) = 1 }, T(S) = {e 1 e E E(n, w(e) = 1 }, Q(S) the maximal semilattice 
image of S. Then 
(1) n(S) is aJinite relatively complemented lattice. 
(2) 7 ‘(S) is a sublattice of ii?(S). 
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(3) T(S) is a sublattice of,!?(T). 
(4) M(lqq) z r-(S) z T(S) 2 a(s). 
Proof. (2), (3) follow from Lemma 2.6. Let_e,f E E(S), esf, w(e) = 1. 
Then, e, f E R(G) by Therem 2.3. Let e E E(T,), where T, is a maximal 
torus of R(G). Then b-‘fl E ?;, for some b E R(G). Thus, e, bb’fb E T,, 
where T, is a maximal torus of G containing T,. Since Iv(e) = 1, e = b-I./b. 
Thus eXf in R(G). Thus it follows from [3; Lemma 1.31 that Y‘(S) 2 
P@(G)). Since R(G) is solvable, we see by [7; Theorem 2.161 that F”(S) is 
relatively complemented. The rest follows from [ 7; Theorem 2.2 11. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let S be a connected regular monoid with group of 
units G. Then R(G) is a Cltflord semigroup. 
Proof: Let a E R(G). Then axa = a for some x E S. By [4; 
Theorem 1.41, x E B for some Bore1 subgroup B of G. Now R(G) c B. Let 
e = LIX. Then e E E(B), and a .Ze in E Let J denote the J-class of e in B. 
Since B is solvable, we see by [6; Theorem 241, that Jz c J. Hence J is a 
completely simple semigroup. Thus am .F’a for all m E Z’. Now there exists 
f E E(m), n E Z+ such that a” -Ff in R(G). Hence a Xf in B. So af = 
fu = a and a F f in R(G). It follows that R(G) is a Clifford semigroup. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let S be a connected regular monoid with group of 
units G. If the kernel of S is a group, then E(R(G)) = E(C(S)) and R(G) is a 
semilattice of groups. 
Proof: Let e E E(R(G)). Then by Theorem 2.3, w(e) = 1. By [7; 
Theorem 2.131, the .P-class of e in S is a semigroup. So by 13; 
Theorem 2. lo], e E C(S). Hence, E(R(G)) c C(S). So by Theorem 2.3, 
E(R(G)) = E(C(S)). We are now done by Theorem 2.8. 
We conjecture that the converse of Theorem 2.8 is true. 
Conjecture 2.10. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. 
Then S is regular if and only if R(G) is a Clifford semigroup. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let S be a connected regular monoid with zero 0 and 
group of units G. Then G is reductive. 
Proof By Theorem 2.3, 0 E R(G). By Theorem 2.8, R(G) is a Clifford 
semigroup. So by [3; Theorem 3.141, R(G) is a torus. 
Conjecture 2.12. Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of 
units G. Then S is regular if and only if G is reductive. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let S be a closed connected regular submonoid with 
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zero of, Nn(K), and let G denote the group of units of S. Let G, = {a 1 a E G, 
det a = 1 }‘. Then the follo\+Yng conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) G, is semisimple. 
(2) S\G is ;I -indecomposable. 
(3) E(C(S)) = (0, 1). 
Proof: By Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.9, E(R(G) = E(C(S)) z n(S).. 
the maximal semilattice image of S. Thus, (2) o (3). By Theorem 2.1 I, R(G) 
is a torus. By [ 2; Theorem 4. I 1, dim G, = m - 1, where dim G = m. By 11; 
Proposition 14.21, G = R(G)(G, G). (G. G) is semisimple, and (G, G) r‘l R(G) 
is finite. Thus m = dim R(G) +- dim(G, G). Clearly (G, G) z G,. Now 
suppose (3) is true. Then E(R(G)) = (0. 11, and so by 13; Theorem 3.17 1, 
dim R(G) = 1. It follows that G, = (G, G) is semisimple. Assume. 
conversely, that G, is semisimple. Then by (2: Theorem 27.5 1. G,, = 
(G,, G,) E (G, G). Hence G,=(G,G). So dimR(G)=l. By 13: 
Theorem 3.171, E(R(G)) = (0, 1 }. This proves the theorem. 
Remark 2.14. Theorem 2.13 remains valid if the regularity of S is 
replaced by the condition that G is reductive. 
3. THE F-STRUCTURE 
Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Fix a maximal torus 
T of G. Then (E(T;), <) is a finite relatively complemented lattice with all 
maximal chains having the same length. If e, f E E(T), then define e - f, if 
f = x-‘ex for some x E G (i.e., e 4 f). Let 8 = a(S) = (E(F), ,<, -). Let 
2” = W’(S) = El-. If A,, A?E%‘, then define A,<A, if there exist 
eiEAi, i= 1,2 such that e, <ez. By [7; Lemma I.71 we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. j/‘(S) is afinite lattice isomorphic to Y/(S), the lattice 
of all regular F-classes of S. 
We refer to W(S) as the P-structure of S. and Y(S) z g’(S) as the #‘/- 
structure of S. 
PROBLEM 3.2. To what extent does the g-structure of S determine the 
F-structure of S? 
We will see in Section 7 that the #-structure of S does not completely 
determine the P-structure of S. We will see in Section 6 that Y/(S) can be 
embedded in P(S). 
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Conjecture 3.3. The Z-structure of S can be determined up to iso- 
morphism from the M-structure, and the structure numbers w(J), JE i%(S). 
If S,, S, are connected monoids, then Z(S,) is isomorphic to Z(S,) 
(Ep(S,) z B(S,)) if there exists a bijection $: Z(S,) + P(S,) such that for all 
e, f E g(S,), e < f if and only if g(e) < d(f), and e - f if and only if 
ti(e)- 4(f). WJ IS anti-isomorphic to F(S,) if there exists a bijection 
4: P(S,)-+P(S,) such that for all e, f E P(S,), e <f if and only if d(e) > 
4(f), and e -f if and only if #(e) - 4(f ). 
Conjecture 3.4. Let S be a connected monoid. Then there exists a 
connected regular monoid S’ with zero such that F(S) z g(S’). 
Let S be a connected monoid, Y = e(S). Let e, f E P, e > f. Let 
Z[f,e]=(hIhEF,f<h<e}. F[f,e] is to be considered with ,<, and - 
restricted to it. By [S; Theorem 111, %[f, e] can be identified with the P- 
structure of S[f, e]. Thus 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S be a connected monoid, Y = P(S). rf e, f E P, 
f < e, then F[f. e] g F(S[f, e]). 
Let W = N,(T)/C,(T) denote the Weyl group of G. If u = xc,(T) E W, 
then clearly e -+ e” = x- I ex is an automorphism of Y. 
PROPOSKION 3.6. Suppose S has a zero 0. Let o E W. such that e” = e 
for all e E P. Then u = 1. Thus W acts faithfully on P. 
Proof: Let o = XC,(r). Then x ‘e-v = e for all e E P. So x E C,@(T)), 
which is connected by [8; Lemma 61. Let S, = C,(E(T)). Since 0 E S, , we 
see by 16; Theorem 201 that C&(-T)) is solvable. Since .x- ‘TX = T, it 
follows [2; Proposition 19.41 that x E C,(T). Thus r.7 = 1. 
DEFINITION. Let % ‘= g”(e) denote the group of all permutations o on 
I”, such that for all e E F, e - e”, and so that for all e, f E %, e < f if and 
only if e” < f O. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose ,rJ is a maximal chain in F, o E p’ such that 
h” = h for all h E .d. Then o = 1. 
Proof: We prove by induction on ].,G&’ 1. Let < denote the minimum 
element 0fF. Let X={e]eEF, lcoverse), Y=(flfEP, e coversf for 
some e E X). Then by [3; Theorem 3.201. 
for all f E Y, I(eieEX,e>f}I=2. (4) 
Let &’ n X = (e). If u E ?Z ; then let 5 denote the restriction of u to g[r, e]. 
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Clearly d E %‘(a[<, e]), and &\{ 1 } is a maximal chain in P[<, e]. Thus by 
Proposition 3.5 and the induction hypothesis, 
h” = h for all h E a[<, e], (5) 
Let e’ E X, e’ # e. Then by [7; Lemma 1.151, there exist distinct e = 
e ,,.... e,,, = e’ E X, f, ,..., f, E Y such that e, > A, ei, , > 1;., i = l,..., t. Since 
e, > f,, we see by (5) that f 7 = f,. Now since ez > f, , ep > f 7 = f, . Since 
e” = e I , , we see by (4) that e; = e,. Now (e,, f,} E.&, for some maximal 
chain -cd, of Z’[r, e]. Let kc/Z = (.d,\(e,})U (e,, l}. Then .dz is a maximal 
chain in Y, and h” = h for all h E -cli;. Hence, as before, we conclude that 
h” = h for all h E P [<, ez]. Continuing this process, we see that h” = h for all 
h E a[& ei], i = l,..., t + 1. In particular, h” = h for all h E gic, e’ 1. Since e’ 
is an arbitrary element of X, h” = h for all h E Y. So u = 1. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let e E P such that 1 covers e. Let a E 2Z such that 
h”=hforallhEBwithe>h. Thena=l. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose S has a zero 0. Then p.(E) z W, the Weyl 
group of G. 
Proof: We prove by induction on dim S. By Proposition 3.6, we can 
consider W to be a subgroup of K So, ] WI < ]%“I. Let e E Y such that 1 
covers e. Let X= (f (f E 8, e-f }. Then 1x1 = u’(e). By [7; Lemma 1.71, 
W. and hence %‘; acts transitively on X. Let P = ((T 1 u E %“, e” = e). Then 
lZ?j = IPI w(e). (6) 
Since 1 covers e, d(S,) = 1 by [8; Lemma 121. So by [8; Proposition 1 ], 
I WI = w(e) d(eSe). (7) 
If u E P, then let 5 denote the restriction of u to @‘[O, e j. Let P, = 
(5 I u E P} c %‘(g[O, e]). By Proposition 3.5 and the induction hypothesis. 
]Z?“(k?[O, e])] = d(eSe). The homomorphism u + 5 is injective by 
Corollary 3.8. So IP( = (P,I. Hence by (6), (7), 
1 WI < I%“( = 1 PI w(e) = I P, I w(e) < d(eSe) w(e) = I WI. 
So I WI = JF -1, proving the theorem. 
Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of units G, and let T be 
a maximal torus of G. A subtorus T, of T is singular if C,(T,) is 
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nonsolvable. The structure of G depends to a great extent on its root system. 
The first step in determining the root system of G is to determine the Weyl 
group of G, and the singular subtori of T, of codimension 1 in T. See [ 1,2] 
for details. We saw in Theorem 3.9 that the Weyl group of G can be 
completely determined from the Z-structure of S. We now examine how the 
maximal singular tori of G are related to the P-structure of S. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 and group of 
units G. Let T be a maximal torus of G, dim T= m. Let W, = (o 1 u E W, 
o # I, there exists a chain ..ef in P of length m - 1 such that h” = h for all 
h E -d }. Let .%’ = (T, 1 T, is a singular subtorus of T, dim T, = m - 11. If 
u E W, then let T, = (a 1 a E T, a” = a 1’. Then T+ T, is a bijection between 
W, and%. 
Proof. Let u E W,, (T = xc,(T), x E N,(T). Then T, # T. Let G, = 
C,(..U’), which is connected by [8; Lemma 61. Now C,(T) g G,, x E G,. So 
o E W(G,). Let S, = GO. Then ,d E C(S,). Now .vZ U {f) is a maximal 
chain in E(T) for some f E,?(T). By [8; Proposition 1, Lemma 121, 
d(S,) = 2. So c2 = 1. Consider the homomorphism q4: r-+ r given by 
Q(a) = au”. Then 4(T) C_ ?;,. So, q@) c ?;,. Clearly A’ = $(&) c FO. So by 
[3;Theorem3.17],dimT,~~..~~-1=m-l.ThusdimT,=m-l.Since 
x E C,( T,), T, is a singular torus. Thus T,, E .K. By [ 1; Proposition 13.111, 
I W(C,(T,))I = 2. So, W(C,(T,)) = ( 1, a). Hence, the map o + T, is 
injective. 
Now let T,, E 3‘. Let G, = C,(T,,), S, = GO. Since G, is not solvable, 
there exists 1 #o E W(G,) s W(G). Clearly au = a for all a E T,. So 
T, c T,. Since dim T,, = m - 1, T,, = T,. By Lemma 2.2, 0 E T,, . By [3, 
Theorem 3.171, E(?;,) has a maximal chain &’ with 1~4 = m. Clearly e” = e 
for all e E .d. So c E W,. This proves the theorem. 
PROBLEM 3.11. Let S be a connected monoid with zero. Suppose that its 
group of units G is reductive. To what extent does the &-structure of S 
determine the root system of G? Conversely, to what extent does the root 
system of G determine the g-structure of S? 
We now work out some examples. For convenience we write diagonal 
matrices in row form. 
EXAMPLE 3.12. Let S = {(a, /3, A) I a, /I E K, A E .H2(K), a/3 = det A 1. 
Then S is a closed connected regular submonoid with zero of K x K x 
H?(K). Clearly r= {(x, y, z, MJ) ] x, y, z, IV E K, xy = zw). It is easy to see 
that U’(S) has the following structure. 
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y7TT.y 
I,,.,. pc?-y 0) (0, 1, o,Tj 
,KFq5;~~ i (0, 0, 1, O), (0, 0, 0, 1) >j, \FL ;. ~_~ --/ _/--- (0, 0, 0, 0) 
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let S=((aA,j3A)lu, pEK, AE,HI(K)). Then S is a 
closed connected regular submonoid with zero of. lZ(K) X. H?(K). Clearly 
T= {(x, y, z, IV) 1 X, ~1, z, MI E K, .YW = JZ}. It is easily seen that ?/’ has the 
following structure. 
Clearly 8’(S) is anti-isomorphic to the F-structure in Example 3.12. 
EXAMPLE 3.14. Let S = ((A. B) 1 A. B E e(K), det A = det B}. Then S 
is a closed connected regular submonoid with zero of e(K) X. e(K). 
Clearly T= ((x, J, z, W) 1 x, y, z, M’ E K. XJ = ZW). It can be seen that H’(S) 
has the following structure. 
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EXAMPLE 3.15. Let S= {(;,” ii ) ] a, /3, y, 6 E K, A E A&(K)}. Then S is 
closed connected regular submonoid with zero of ‘-HA(K). Clearly r= 
((x, y, z, to) 1 x, J, z, MT E K. xw = JZ}. It can be seen that W’(S) has the 
following structure. 
Clearly P(S) is anti-isomorphic to the &structure in Example 3.14. 
The above examples suggest the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3.16. Let S be a connected monoid. Then there exists a 
connected monoid S’ such that Z(s) is anti-isomorphic to Z(s’). 
Remark 3.17. The above conjecture is easily seen to be true when S is a 
semilattice of archimedean semigroups. 
4. RIGHT CENTRALIZERS AND BOREL SUBGROUPS 
Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Let A E E(S), X g S. 
Then the right centralizer of A in X, C&l) = (a / a E X, ae = eue for all 
e E A }. Similarly, the left centralizer of A in X, C:(A) = (a 1 a E A’, eu = eue 
for all e E A). Clearly C,Y(A) = Cl,(A) n C#). C;(A) is a closed 
submonoid of S with group of units CL(A). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. 
e E E(S). Then CL(e), C;(e), C,(e) are connected groups with eS c C’;(e), 
Se C m, eSe C C,(e). 
Proof: By [7; Theorem 2.31, C,(e) is connected. Hence by [5; 
Theorem 11, it suffices to show that CL(e) is connected. Let T be a maximal 
torus of G with e E F Suppose a E CL(e)n N,(T). Let f = ueu-‘. Then 
f E E(o. Clearly f = ueu- ’ = eueu-’ = ef. Since F is commutative, e > f. 
Since e.Pf, e = f. Thus a E C,(e). So 
N,(T) n CL(e) c C,(e) E CL(e)c. (8) 
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Now let a E CL(e). Then T, u - ‘Tu are maxima1 tori of C;,(e)c. So 
b-‘a-‘Tub = T for some b E CL(e)c. By (8), ab E CL(e)c. So a E CL(e)“. 
This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be u connected monoid with group of units G, 
and let T be a maximal torus of G. Zf A E E(T), then CL(A), C&f), C,(A) 
are connected groups. 
ProoJ We just prove that CL(A) is connected. The other proofs are 
similar. We prove by induction on IA /. Let e E A, and set A, = A\(e). Then 
G, = CL@,) is a connected group containing T. So e E TC G,. By 
Theorem 4.1, C;(A) = Ckl(e) is connected. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G, 
and let A be a chain in E(S). If e E A, then let X, = (f 1 f E E(S), e.i@f }. 
Then CL(A) is connected, and X, c m for UN e E A. 
Proof: By [4; Corollary 1.61, A C_ E(T) for some maximal torus T of G. 
By Corollary 4.2, CL(A) is connected. Let A = (e, ( . . . ( e,}. Let G, = G, 
Gi+ I = CL(e,+ ,). Then G, = CL(A). Let e E {O,..., k - I} such that X, E ci 
for all e E ,4. It suffices to show that X, c ci+, for all e EA. Let e E A. 
Suppose first that e > e,, , . Let f E_X,. Then f E ci, fe = e. Let V = (Gi),.. 
Then by [4; Lemma 1.11, fE V. Let uE V. Then a_e,+,=uee,+,= 
feei+, =ei+t. Hence LEG,+,. Thus VgGi+,. So, fE VcGi+], Next, 
assume that e < e,, ,. Let fEX,. Then fEcl, and ef=f. So ei+,f= 
ei+,ef =ef = f. Thus by Theorem4.1,f Eei+,GiGGi+,. Hence X,cGi+, 
for all e E A. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 and group of 
units G. Let /1 be a maximal chain in E(S). Then CL(A), C;(A), and C,(A) 
are connected solvable groups. 
Proof: We just show that CL(A) is solvable. The proofs of the other 
statements are similar. By [4; Corollary 1.61, ,4 E r for some maxima1 torus 
TofG.LetG,=CL(A),S,=G,.ThenOEA5T&S,.LeteEA,uEG,. 
such that f= ueu -’ E F Then f = eueu-’ = ef. Since T is commutative, 
e> f. Since e,Pf, e= f. Thus the width of e in S, is 1. Since A is a 
maximal chain in E(o, we see by [6; Theorem 181 that d(G,) = 1. So G, is 
solvable. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 such that the 
group of units G of S is reductive. Then 
(I) If A is a maximal chain in E(S), then CL(A) is a Bore1 subgroup 
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of G with opposite Bore1 subgroup C&4). Moreover, every Bore1 subgroup of 
G can be obtained in this manner. 
(2) IfA is a maximal chain in E(S), then C,(A) is a maximal torus 
of G. Moreover, every maximal torus of G is obtained in this manner. 
Proof Let A be a maximal chain in E(S). Then by [4; Corollary 1.61, 
A c T for some maximal torus T of G. Clearly TG CL(A). By 
Proposition 4.4, CL(A) is solvable. So CL(A) G B for some Bore1 subgroup B 
of G. Let B - denote the opposite Bore1 subgroup of G relative to T (see [2; 
Corollary 26.2(3]). Then, B n B- = T. So, A E B-. Now 
C;,JA)sB-nC;(A)EB-nB=T. 
Thus, 
C;-(A) g T. 
Let e E A. Then, since B- is solvable, we see by [6; Therem 241 that the .P- 
class of e in B- is completely simple. So if b E B -, then ebZf for some 
f E J$-). Then e%$ By Proposition 4.3, f E CL-(A). By (9), f E FG 
C,(e). So f = ef = fe = e. Thus ebze. Hence ebe = eb. So B- 5 CL(A). By 
Proposition 4.4, CL(A) is solvable. Hence B- = C;(A). It follows that 
Ck(A,) is a Bore1 subgroup of G for any maximal chain A, in E(S). Dually, 
we can show that CL(A,) is a Bore1 subgroup of G for any maximal chain 
A, in E(S). In particular, CL(A) = B. Then T = B n B- = CL(A) n C;(A) = 
C,(A). Since all Bore1 subgroups of G are conjugate, and since all maximal 
tori of G are conjugate, the theorem is proved. 
A closed subgroup N of a connected group G is said to be parabolic if N 
contains a Bore1 subgroup of G (equivalently G/N is a projective variety). 
See [2: Chap. VIII] for details. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. 
Assume that either G is reductive, or else S is a regular monoid with a group 
kernel. Then for any chain A in E(S), CL(A) and C;(A) are parabolic 
subgroups of G. 
Proof: Let r be a minimal idempotent of S. Then by Theorem 2.3, 
<E R(G). If G is reductive, then by [2; Lemma 19.51, R(G) c C(G), and so 
r E C(S). Thus, in either case, <E C(S). If G is reductive, then by 
Lemma 2.1, so is G,. Now assume that S is regular. We will show that G, is 
reductive. Let Y = {a ] a E G, at = <). Then G, = Y’. Let a E S,. Then by [ 5; 
Theorem 131, axa = a for some x E G. So tjc = &XC; = taxat = (a( = <. Thus 
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x E Y. By [2; Proposition 7.3 ], G, a Y and Y/G, is a finite group. So 
(G,.~)” = G, for some n E Z+, n > 1. Since S, = G,, we have, 
(S,x)” = (G3x)” c (G,x)” = c, = S,. 
Since x, ax E S,x, xax = x(ux)“-’ E (S,x)” c S,. Clearly a(xax)u = a. So 
S, is regular. By Theorem 2.11. G, is reductive. 
Thus we can assume that the minimal idempotent < E C(S), and that G, is 
reductive. Let M denote the kernel of S. Then M= &S = St is a group. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that A is a maximal chain in 
E(S). So r E /1. Let G, = CL(A). Then B, = CLl(A) c G,. By Theorem 4.5, 
B, IS a Bore1 subgroup of G, Now B, c B, for some Bore1 subgroup B, 
ofG,. By Theorem4.1. McG,. By [S; Theorem 131. M=<G,. Thus we 
have a surjective homomorphism a --t (a from G, onto M. Hence 12: 
Corollary 21.3C], 0, is a Bore1 subgroup of M. Since @I, = (c}, it follows 
from [2; Proposition 7.4B] that, 
dim Bz > dim @I, + dim B, . (10) 
Now B2 2 B, for some Bore1 subgroup B, of G. Then @;B, is solvable, and 
hence BB, = @, . Consider the homomorphism a -+ & from B, onto @?. Let 
B, denote the connected component of the kernel of this map. Then B, G 
B, z G,. and B, is solvable. It follows that B, = B,. Thus dim B, = 
dim @II + dim B, . So by (lo), B, = B,. It follows that G, is a parabolic 
subgroup of G. This proves the theorem. 
Remark 4.7. By Theorem 2.3, any connected monoid satisfying the 
conclusion of the above theorem, necessarily has a group kernel. 
Conjecture 4.8. Let S be a connectd monoid with zero such that the 
group of units G of S is reductive. Then every parabolic subgroup N of G is 
of the form C’:;(A) for some chain A in E(S). 
5. THE REES REPRESENTATION 
Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Fix an idempotent e 
of S. Let !f, R, L, J denote the X-class, s-class, y-class, .P-class of e, 
respectively. By [3; Lemma 2.11, eS\R = (a ( a E es, u)e) is closed in S. So 
R is an open subset of es. Hence R is an irreducible quasi-projective variety 
(see [2; Section 2.21). Similarly, L is an irreducible quasi-projective variety. 
If S is regular, then by [3; Corollary 2.51, SeS is closed and irreducible. 
Hence the above argument shows that in that case, J is also an irreducible, 
quasi-projective variety. H, of course, is an irreducible affrne variety. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let V = (a 1 a E G, ea = e). Consider the morphism p: 
G + G/V given by p(a) = Vu. Define 4: G -+ R as Q(a) = ea. Then $ is a 
surjective morphism, and there exists a bijective morphism IV: G/V + R such 
that the following diagram commutes 
G LG/V 
lb 
I/ u 
R 
If char K = 0, then v is an isomorphism. 
ProoJ By (5; Theorem 131, R = eG. So $ is surjective. Clearly the tibres 
of Q are the cosets of V. The existence of IJI now follows from [2; 
Theorem 12.11. If char K = 0, then 4 is automatically separable. Also, G acts 
on R on the right in the sense of 12; Section 8.11. So by [2: Section 12.41, w 
is an isomorphism. 
We now proceed to describe the set of Y-classes ofJ. This set can be 
identified with R/E 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G, #, R be as in Proposition 5.1. Then the inverse 
images of the .F-classes of R are exactly the right cosets of C;(e). Let q: 
G + C;(e) denote the natural projection. If char K = 0, then there exists a 
surjective morphism 71: R + G/C;(e) such that the following diagram 
commutes 
G L G/C:;(e). 
ProoJ: We need only prove that the inverse images of ?classes are 
cosets of CL(e). The rest then follows from Proposition 5.1 and 12; 
Theorem 12.11. Since G acts transitively on R, it suffkes to show that the 
inverse image of H is CL(e). First let a E G such that e ..? ea. Then cue = ea, 
and a E C;(e). Conversely, let a E C;(e). Then eae = ea. So ea E 
JneSe=H. 
The duals of the above results are valid for L. We consider G/CL(e) to be 
the variety of left cosets of CL(e). We then have 
THEOREM 5.3. The set of Y-classes of J can be identiJied with G/CL(e). 
The set of Z-classes of J can be identified with G/CL(e). The set of .F- 
classes of J can be co-ordinatized by G/CL(e) x G/CL(e). J can be co- 
ordinatized bJ7 G/CL(e) x H x CL(e). 
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THEOREM 5.4. Suppose J2 s J. Let X = {f\ f E E(J), e 2’ f }, Y = 
(f 1 f E E(J), e g f ). Then X, Y are closed irreducible subsets of S. There 
exist bijective morphisms ,u: G/C;(e) + X, and v: G/CL(e) --t Y. If char K = 0, 
then p, v are isomorphisms. 
Proof By [5; Theorem 81, X, Y are closed irreducible subsets of S. 
Consider the morphism 6: XX G + K given by S(f, a) = det(faf + 1 - f ). 
Then S(f, a) # 0 for all (f, a) E XX G. Hence 6, = l/S is also a morphism 
on XX G. Consider the morphism 8: XX G-+X given by 0(J, a) = 
o,(f, a)Wj(faf )la = (faf )-’ a. Here, (faf )-’ denotes the inverse of faf in 
the .F’-class off. If f E X, a E G, then let f. a = B(f, a) E X. Clearly 
f.a.?‘fa. Soifa,bEG,then(f.a).bV?(f~a)bY’fabl%”f.(ab).So 
(f .a)+b9f .(ab). S ince both these idempotents lie in the .W-class of e, 
(f + a). b = f . (ab). Thus G acts on X on the right. We also have a 
morphism 1: G + X given by A(x) = e . x. This morphism is compatible with 
the above action. Let x, 4’ E G. Then e . x = e . y if and only if e?cR ey. So 
by Proposition 5.2, the libres of 1 are the cosets of G/C;(e). We are now 
done by [2; Sect .12]. 
In sharp contrast to Theorem 5.4, we have by Theorem 4.6. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. 
Suppose that either G is reductive, or else S is a regular monoid with a 
group kernel. Then for any e E E(S). G/CL(e) and G/C;(e) are projective 
varieties. 
Conjecture 5.6. In the above situation, G/C’,(e) and G/C;(e) are 
isomorphic varieties. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let S C./~(K), the ..P-class of matrices of rank 1. Then 
.P is coordinatized by Ip”-’ x K* x Ip”-‘. Here P”-’ is the projective space 
of dimension n - 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of 
units G. Suppose G is reductive, and let T be a maximal torus of G with 
e E E(?j. Then there exist Bore1 subgroups B,, B, of G such that 
B, n B, = T, C;(e) = B, C,(e), and C;(e) = B, C,(e). 
Proof Let A be a maximal chain in E(n containing e. Then by 
Theorem 4.5, T= C,(A), and B, = C&t), B, = C&i) are opposite Bore1 
subgroups of G relative to T. Clearly B, E CL(e). Let a E CL(e). Then 
ae = eae. So a-‘(ea)’ = ea. Thus (ea)’ g ea. It follows that the Z-class of 
ea is a group. Thus eaR f for some f E E(S). So e 9 f. By Proposition 4.3, 
f E8,. Since ef = f, fe=e, e9 f in B,. By [5; Theorem 131, e=fb for 
some bEB,. Since ea2’ f, eab M fb = e. It follows that eabZ e. So 
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eabe = eab. Since ab E CL(e), abe = eabe. Thus ab E C,(e). It follows that 
a E C,(e) B, . So CL(e) = C,(e) B, = B, C,(e). This proves the proposition. 
6. CROSS-SECTION LATTICES 
Consider the case of S =.M*(K). Then we can represent p(S) by a lattice 
of diagonal idempotents ((i i), (A i), (A y)}. W e call the latter a cross-section 
lattice, in that it represents a cross-section of the Y-classes of S. We will 
show in this section that cross-section lattices always exist. This answers 
affirmatively [3; Problem 4.51. 
Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. By a cross-section 
lattice of S, we mean a subset /1 of E(n for some maximal torus T of G 
such that ]A n J] = 1 for all JE g(S), and for e, f E (i, e < f if and only if 
J,SJp 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A c E(n be a cross-section lattice of S. Then A 
is a sublattice of E(n, and k%‘(S) ~4. 
Proof: Let e,fE ,4. Now there exists h E J,,nA. Then e > h, f > h. So 
ef~h.Sinceef~h,ef=h.Leth’=eVf.Thenthereexistsh,EJ,,n/i. 
Now h, > e and h, > f. So h, > h’. Since h, .P h’, h, = h’. Thus /i is a 
sublattice of E(n. That V(S) r/i follows from the definition of a cross- 
section lattice. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Let 
A, be a chain in E(S). Then there exists a maximal torus T of G such that 
A, c T. For any such torus T, there exists a cross-section lattice A of S such 
that A, c A c T. 
Proof: By [4; Corollary 1.61, A, c T for some maximal torus T of G. 
Let < be the minimum idempotent of E By [7; Lemma 1.31, E(T) z Fl a”d 
T, is a maximal torus of G,. Also, by [8; Theorem 31, for any e,, e, E E(T), 
e, .P e, in S if and only if e, .P e2 in S,. Thus, without loss of generality, we 
can assume that r = 0 is the zero of S. Now A, z A, for some maximal 
chain A, in E(T). By Proposition 4.4, CL(A,) is solvable. Hence T 5 
($(A,) E B for some Bore1 subgroup B of G. For e E E(S), let X, = 
{f ] f E E(S), e 9 f}. Let A = (e ] e E E(T), X, c B). By Proposition 4.3, 
A, 2 A. Let e, f E A such that e.7 f in S. By [7; Lemma 1.121, there exist 
e,,f,EE(S)suchthat_e~e,~f,~f.S~e,EX,EB,andf,EX~EB.It 
follows that e .P f in B. Since B is solvable, we see by [6; Theorem 201 that 
e = f. Thus (Jf7 A ] < 1 for all JE Z!(S). Let J,, LZ E Z’(S) such that 
J, <J,. By [7; Lemma 1.71, there exist ei E Jin E(T), i= I,2 such that 
e, Sez- Now {e, ez} c A, for some maximal chain A, in E(T). By 
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Proposition 4.4, C&t,) is solvable. Hence T c C~(Az) c B, for some Bore1 
subgroup B, of G. By [2; Proposition 24.lA], there exists x E N,(T) such 
that xl’B,.u = B. Let /i, = x~‘A~x. Since x E N,(T), A, is a maximal chain 
in E(T). Clearly CL@,) G B. By Proposition 4.3, A j E /i. Let fi = x ‘e,?c, 
i-1,2. Thenf,<f? and f,,fiEn,cn. Sincef.EJinn, iEl.2. the 
theorem is proved. 
The following answers affirmatively (3; Problem 4.5). 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let S be a connected semigroup. Then there exists a 
commutative idempotent subsemigroup A of S such that 1 J f~ A 1 = 1 for all 
JEK(S),andsothatforalle,fEA,e<fifandonlyifJ,<J,.. 
Proof: By [3; Therem 2.71, Z’(S) is a finite lattice. Let J, be the 
maximum element of p(S), and let e E E(J,). Then by [3; Lemma 1.71, 
y/(S) 2 $(eSe). We can now apply Theorem 6.2 to eSe. 
Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of units G. One of the 
main theorems in [8] is that G is solvable if and only if F?(S) is relatively 
complemented. The proof given there was group-theoretic. We now give 
another proof of the theorem using Theorem 6.2. 
THEOREM 6.4 181. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 and group 
of units G. Then G is solvable tf and only tf i’/(S) is relatklelv complemented. 
Proof. By [6: Theorem 241, G is solvable if and only if S is a semilattice 
of archimedean semigroups. If G is solvable, then by [ 7; Theorem 2.161, 
i’/(S) is relatively complemented. So assume, conversely, that g(S) is 
relatively complemented. We prove by induction on dim S that G is solvable. 
Let e E E(S), e # 0. 1. By [S: Theorem 1 I], #(eSe) and W(S,) are relatively 
complemented lattices. So by the induction hypothesis, eSe and S, are 
semilattices of archimedean semigroups. Let S, be either eSe or S,. Let f, , 
f?EE(S,) such thatf,.F f, ins. Then by [8; Theorem ll].f,.P fi ins,. 
So iff, fi = fif,, then since the .P-class off, in S, is completely simple, we 
see that f, = fi. Thus by [8; Proposition 1 ] we obtain, 
if e, f,, fi E E(S), e f 0, 1. f,fi = fif, . f, .P fit and 
if either e>fi, i= 1. 2 or if e<fi, i= 1. 2, thenf, =f:. (11) 
By [6; Theorem 201, it suffices to show that w(J) = 1 for all JE A’(S). 
Suppose not. Then there exists a maximal J, E g/(S) such that n?(J,) > 1. Let 
T be a maximal torus of G. Then there exist e,, eh E J, n E(T) such that 
e, # e6. Let J’ E t/(S), J’ > J. Then w(J’) = 1. So J’ n E(T) = (<}. By [ 7; 
Lemma 1.71. <>e,, c>e;,. So by (ll), <= 1. Thus G covers Jo. Let X= 
(eleEE(T), lcoverse}, Y= (f (f EE(Tj,ecoversf for some eEX). We 
assume Y # (O), and obtain a contradiction. By [ 7: Proposition 1.141. e,,. 
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I$, E X. By [7; Lemma 1.151 there exist e, ,..., ek+ , E X, fi ,..., fk E Y such hat 
e, = e, , e; = ek+ , , ei > A, e,, , > f;:, i = l,..., k. By Theorem 6.2 there exists 
a cross-section lattice n of S such that e, = e, E n E E(T). So there exists 
f; E n such that e, > f I, f, x f;. By (1 l), f, = f;. There exists e; E /1 
such that e; > f,, and ez .~P ei. By (1 l), e, = ei. Continuing this process, we 
see that e, E n for i = l,..., k + 1. In particular, e/, = ek+ , E /i. Thus e,, e(, E 
J,, f~ (i, a contradiction. It follows that Y = (0). Hence ( 1, e,, 0) is a 
maximal chain in E(?j. By [3; Theorem 3.171, dim T= 2. So by (3; 
Theorem3.181, E(T)= (l,e,,e;,O}. Since JnE(T)#0 for all JEP(S), 
we see that V(S) = (G, J,,, 0). Hence K(S) is not relatively complemented. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
7. MONOIDS ASSOCIATED WITH GROUPS 
In this section we proceed to use semigroups to study linear algebraic 
groups. One way is to associate with a connected monoid S, its group of 
units G. A problem arises here. Suppose G is semisimple. Then G = (G, G), 
and so det a = 1 for all a E G. Hence G = G = S. However, we can get 
around this problem. Let G, be a closed connected subgroup of GL(n. K). 
Let S denote the closure in -Hn(K) of (au ] a E K. a E G,t. Then S is a 
connected monoid with zero. The group of units of S is G = (ua 1 a E K*. 
a E G,}. Let T,, be a maximal torus of G,. Then T= (au 1 a E K*, a E T,,} is 
a maximal torus of G. Let P. K’ be as in Section 3. If e. f E P, then clearly 
e - f if and only if xP ‘e-y = f for some x E G,. We can now restate [ 8: 
Theorem 23 ] as follows. 
THEOREM 7.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
( 1) G, is solvable. 
(2) For all e, f E 8 with 1 covering e, f, e - f implies e = f. 
(3) For all e, f E & with e, f covering 0. e - f implies e = f. 
(4) For all e. f E 7, e - f implies e = f. 
(5) i//’ is relatively complemented. 
(6) S is a semilattice of urchimedeun semigroups. 
(7) The nilpotents of S form an ideal. 
Clearly G, is reductive if and only if G is reductive. Thus by 
Theorem 2.11, we have 
THEORE~~Z 7.2. If S is regular, then G, is reductive. 
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Conjecture 7.3. G, is reductive if and only if S is regular. 
We can now restate Theorem 2.13 as follows. 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose G, is reductive, and G, # G. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) G, is semisimple. 
(2) S\G is P-indecomposable. 
(3) IE(W))l= K4 1 t* 
Theorem 4.5 can now be restated as follows. 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose G, is reductive, and let A be a maximal chain in 
E(S). Then CL&A) is a Bore1 subgroup of G,. with opposite Bore1 subgroup 
CL”@ >. 
We now work out an example. We write diagonal matrices in row form 
for convenience. 
EXAMPLE 7.6. Suppose char K # 2, and let C denote the following 
matrix 
i 0 1 0 .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1  . 
Let G, = {A 1 A E GL(5, K), det A = 1, A ‘CA = C). Then G, is a special 
orthogonal group, and is a connected simple algebraic group. See [2; 7.21 for 
details. Let S denote the closure in .N5(K) of {au 1 GI E K, A E G, 1. Then S is 
a connected monoid with zero. Clearly r= {(a, x, J’, L, w) I a, x, 4: z, \V E K, 
a* = xw = yz). P’(S) can be seen to have the following structure 
((1, 1. 1. 1, 1) 
(0, 1, 0, 1, 0) (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 1. 1) (0. 0. 1. 0, 1) 
(0, 1, 0, 0, 01 (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) (0. 0, 0, 1, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) 
(0, 0. 0. 0, 0) 
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Remark 7.7. Clearly -,4,(K) has the same 2?-structure as the semigroup 
in Example 7.6. However, the two semigroups have different g-structures. 
Thus %-structure does not determine the g-structure. 
Given a connected group G,, one can of course consider the subalgebra A
of. H”(K) spanned by G,. However, A is too big. For example. the diagonal 
idempotents of A always form a Boolean lattice. 
Nore added in proofI Conjectures 2.10. 2.12, and 7.3 have been proved recently by the 
author and L. Renner. 
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